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Abstract—In this paper, we develop a new technique called the
brightness temperature difference cloud and aerosol discrimina-
tion algorithm (BTD CAD) that uses thermal infrared satellite
measurements to improve the accuracy of the cloud-aerosol lidar
and infrared pathfinder satellite observations (CALIPSO) CAD
algorithm. It has been shown that the CALIPSO CAD algo-
rithm can misclassify dense dust as cloud because the CALIPSO
two-wavelength backscatter lidar operates at 532 and 1064 nm
where very similar scattering properties are known to exist be-
tween dense dust and cloud. Therefore, we use the 11 and 12 μm
thermal infrared channels from both the moderate resolution
imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) and the spinning enhanced
visible and infrared imager (SEVIRI), which are very sensitive to
dust concentration, in order to reduce the frequency of the dust
misclassifications encountered by the CALIPSO CAD algorithm.
For the two Saharan dust events presented in this paper, both
the MODIS and SEVIRI BTD CAD techniques performed well
but the MODIS BTD CAD correctly reclassified more CALIPSO
CAD misclassifications as dust. After applying both techniques
to all the daytime CALIPSO transects over North Africa during
June 2007, the MODIS and SEVIRI BTD CAD increased the total
number of detected aerosol layers by approximately 10% and 4%,
respectively. Even though the Version 3 (V3) CAD algorithm is
significantly more accurate in deciphering between dense dust and
clouds than the Version 2 algorithm, the V3 still showed some dust
misclassifications among the case studies. Thus, the BTD CAD
technique can help reduce the frequency of dust misclassifications
encountered by the V3 CAD algorithm.

Index Terms—Aerosol, cloud, remote sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

MUCH uncertainty still exists regarding the influence
of aerosols on the global radiation budget and cli-

mate [1]. Tropospheric aerosols, such as smoke from biomass
burning and dust aerosols, impact the radiative energy budget of
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the earth-atmosphere system through the aerosol direct, indi-
rect, and semi-direct radiative effects [2]. In cloud-free condi-
tions, dust and smoke aerosols reflect and absorb shortwave
radiation, which is known as the shortwave direct radiative
effect [3]. Dust aerosols also have an important influence in the
longwave since they reduce the amount of longwave radiation
by emitting at colder temperatures while absorbing and reemit-
ting longwave radiation back toward the surface [4], [5]. The
aerosol indirect radiative effect arises when aerosols interact
with clouds causing increased cloud albedo and suppression
of precipitation influencing longer cloud lifetimes (e.g., [6]).
Additionally, the semi-direct effect occurs when aerosols ab-
sorb shortwave radiation and heat the atmosphere which can
lead to low-level cloud evaporation [7]. In order to reduce the
uncertainties with the aerosol and cloud effects, the type of
aerosol, their properties, and their vertical distributions must be
known.

Most passive remote sensing sensors such as the moderate
resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) or the mul-
tiangle imaging spectroradiometer (MISR) provide columnar
information of aerosol properties only in cloud-free conditions.
Therefore, when using satellite measurements, the shortwave
radiative effect is calculated only in regions without cloud
cover [8]. For example, over oceans in the shortwave part of
the spectrum, aerosols appear brighter than the surface thereby
leading to a negative top of atmosphere radiative effect value
[9]. Over land, the direct radiative effect (DRE) value could be
either positive or negative depending upon aerosol properties
and surface albedo [10]. However, since boundary layer clouds
are brighter than the ocean background, the sign of the DRE
changes when aerosols reside above clouds, even over ocean
surfaces [11]. Therefore, knowledge of the vertical distribution
of aerosols is critical.

Unlike passive remote sensing instruments (e.g., MODIS,
MISR), the cloud-aerosol lidar and infrared pathfinder satel-
lite observations (CALIPSO) satellite, which carries an active
lidar called cloud-aerosol lidar with orthogonal polarization
(CALIOP), provides backscatter measurements at two wave-
lengths (532, 1064 nm) and therefore provides a measure
of the vertical distribution of clouds and aerosols during the
day and night. The lidar is also polarization sensitive which
allows for a classification of dust and smoke aerosols [12].
Where passive remote sensing instruments encounter difficul-
ties over desert regions due to the high surface reflectance,
CALIPSO is able to detect atmospheric features, such as
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TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA PRODUCTS USED IN THIS STUDY

aerosols [13]. Although the CALIPSO satellite provides unique
advantages over passive remote sensing instruments, day/night
signal differences may cause uncertainty with CALIPSO data.
Due to the solar background signal present during the day-
time, the background noise is higher, and thus the signal-to-
noise ratio is lower than the nighttime CALIPSO transects
[14]. In addition, the ratio of the 1064-nm and 532-nm-
high cloud signals shows a time-varying nonlinear dependence
on latitude for the daytime sections, indicating that sunlight
introduces different thermal effects on the two channels [14].
However, during the daylight orbit segment, a constant scaling
factor is computed in the current Version 3 (V3) release to
transfer the 532-nm calibration coefficients to the 1064-nm
channel, so that the 1064-nm calibration coefficient is the prod-
uct of this constant scaling factor and a latitudinally varying
532-nm calibration coefficient [15], [16]. Therefore, the color
ratio (1064/532 nm channels) is less accurate (usually larger
for the daytime data than nighttime data), and this study uses
daytime CALIPSO data where these larger uncertainties are
generally present. Also, due to the differing detector transient
response and multiple scattering effects of the two channels
in dense layers, the detection of any aerosol and cloud lay-
ers beneath dense layers (optical depth >∼ 2.5) is highly un-
certain [12].

Global dust emissions have been estimated to range from
1000 to 3000 Tg per year with over 50% originating from
Africa due to the immense Sahara Desert residing in North
Africa [17]. A commonly used technique to identify dust over
the desert is the difference in temperatures between the 11 and
12 μm channel (BTD). Negative BTD11-12 is often observed
for dense dust plumes because dust has a larger imaginary
index of refraction at 11 μm compared to the 12 μm [18]–[20].
Ackerman [18] examined the possibility of using BTD11-12
for dust detection over the Arabian Peninsula, Africa, and the
southwest United States. Sokolik [19] conducted a modeling
study on the effect of dust on multiple satellite brightness
temperatures over water for light and moderate dust loadings
of three different mineral compositions. Other studies have also
concluded that both polar orbiting imagers such as MODIS

[21] and geostationary sensors such as the spinning enhanced
visible and infrared imager (SEVIRI) [22], [23] that have
the 11 and 12 μm channels can be used to effectively iden-
tify dust.

Conversely, the CALIOP CAD algorithm is a multi-
dimensional probability distribution function (PDF) approach
based on differences in optical and physical properties of
clouds and aerosols. The dust is identified from other types
of aerosols primarily based on the depolarization ratio. Even
though the CAD algorithm has shown success with identifying
atmospheric features, such as clouds and aerosols, one of the
limitations of the CALIOP is misidentification of dense dust
layers as clouds over the Saharan desert [12]. Therefore, in this
paper, we use 11 and 12 μm channels from the SEVIRI on-
board the Meteosat Second Generation (MSG-2) geostationary
platform and Aqua-MODIS to help classify these layers as dust.
This is a crucial step since CALIOP data is now being used with
CERES to assess the vertical distribution of aerosols and their
radiative effects [24].

II. DATA

Table I indicates the satellites used in this study along with
some general notes on their associated data products. The
CALIPSO satellite flies in formation with a constellation of
satellites referred to as the “A-Train” which also includes the
Aqua-MODIS and Cloudsat used for this study [25]. Onboard
CALIPSO are three different instruments, the CALIOP, the
imaging infrared radiometer (IIR), and the wide field camera
[26]. The IIR provides measurements collocated with CALIOP
at 8.65, 10.6, and 12.05 μm with 1-km spatial resolution. Thus,
the IIR measurements could potentially be used in the bright-
ness temperature difference cloud and aerosol discrimination
algorithm (BTD CAD) algorithm since it contains spectral
bands centered near 11 and 12 μm. In fact, Chen et al. [27]
has developed an algorithm using the three IIR measurements,
and a comparison between their algorithm and the one in this
paper will be presented in Section III. However, this study tests
the BTD CAD using only MODIS and SEVIRI data because
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they provide additional channels that help evaluate the algo-
rithm as discussed later in this section. Therefore, we focus on
the CALIOP polarization-sensitive lidar measuring backscat-
ter vertical profiles at 532 and 1064 nm during the day and
night which gives information on the vertical location of cloud
and aerosols as they have higher backscatter values than the
background clear sky [28]. Then, the color ratio [1064/532-nm
total attenuated backscatter (AB)] and depolarization ratio
(perpendicular/parallel channels at 532 nm) profiles help to
distinguish between cloud and aerosol. Clouds generally have
larger color ratio values than dust aerosols because 1064- and
532-nm backscatter measurements for clouds are often similar
in magnitude due to the larger particles [29]. Depolarization
ratio measurements can be used to determine ice-water phase of
clouds and aerosol type due to the non-spherical nature of ice
and dust particles and more spherical nature of water and smoke
particles. However, significant multiple scattering effects occur
often with dense water clouds, particularly for space-borne
lidars, which leads to much larger depolarization ratios than
expected for water clouds [12]. In spite of this, ice clouds are
usually associated with the largest depolarization ratios due to
the highly non-spherical ice particles.

In order to produce the level 2 CALIPSO product, cloud
and aerosol layers are first located using a set of algorithms
applied to the level 1 (L1) 532-nm backscatter profiles known
as the selective, iterated boundary locater (SIBYL) [13]. SIBYL
provides the height of cloud and aerosol layers (physical
properties) by scanning CALIOP profiles to detect features,
and averaging profiles and removing detected layers from the
profiles before further averaging. Features are detected by their
return signal being larger than the expected molecular back-
ground signal. Then, the cloud and aerosol layer-mean optical
properties from layer top to base are computed through the
scene classification algorithms. The important level 2 layer-
mean optical properties for this study are the 532-nm integrated
AB (backscatter), integrated attenuated total color ratio (color
ratio), and 532-nm integrated volume depolarization ratio (de-
polarization ratio). Finally, the PDF-based CAD algorithm is
used in the CALIOP production processing to discriminate
between clouds and aerosols.

The V1 CAD algorithm uses a 3-D approach taking into
account the backscatter, color ratio, and layer center altitude
where the PDFs are based on measurements obtained from
an airborne lidar and measurements during the lidar in-space
technology experiment [29]. With the release of the Version 2
(V2) CAD algorithm came a new set of PDFs based on manual
classification of one full day of CALIOP measurements and
the incorporation of a new depolarization ratio test which was
added to help reduce misclassifications of cloud as aerosol [12].
Even though a noticeable improvement is observed in the V2
CAD algorithm, both Versions 1 and 2 have difficulty distin-
guishing between aerosol and cloud, particularly optically thick
dust and smoke plumes that tend to have very similar scattering
properties in the CALIOP channels when compared to clouds
[12], [29]. The new V3 product uses a 5-D PDF approach which
incorporates the depolarization ratio and latitude along with the
backscatter, color ratio, and layer center altitude [30]. Recent
tests reveal that the V3 product is significantly more accurate in

correctly classifying dense dust and smoke plumes due to the
inclusion of the depolarization ratio and latitude [30].

The MSG-2 geostationary satellite carries the SEVIRI multi-
spectral instrument that has a sampling distance of 3 km at sub-
satellite point and a high temporal resolution of approximately
15 min [31]. MODIS Aqua data are also retrieved for each case
study which is a simple task because CALIPSO lags MODIS
by only 1.5 min on average as they both fly in the A-Train
formation [26]. The MODIS has 36 channels with spatial reso-
lutions ranging from 250 m to 1 km. Finally, we retrieved data
from Cloudsat, which flies about 20 s ahead of CALIPSO in the
A-Train formation and carries a 94-GHz millimeter-wavelength
cloud profiling radar (CPR) with a minimum detectable reflec-
tivity factor near −30 dBZ [32]. Because the signal from the
CPR can penetrate clouds which may completely attenuate the
CALIOP lidar signal, Cloudsat measurements can be used to
confirm cloud thicknesses and to check for additional clouds in
these particular regions.

Along with the satellite data sets, the Facility for Airborne
Atmospheric Measurements (FAAM) BAE-146 aircraft is used
as a validation tool. Various atmospheric and aerosol properties
are measured and derived based on the BAE-146 aircraft data,
but this study only takes advantage of the 550-nm extinction
coefficient data. Johnson et al. [33] discusses how the extinction
coefficient profiles are retrieved, and Christopher et al. [23]
uses the profiles to determine the altitude of aerosol layers
and estimate the total column AOD. For this study, BAE-146
extinction profiles from the June 21, 2007 dust event over North
Africa are used to evaluate level 2 CALIPSO products.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. CALIPSO Validation

Fig. 1(a) is a MODIS red-green-blue (RGB) composite im-
age at approximately 1430 UTC on June 21, 2007. NCEP
Reanalysis 2.5◦ by 2.5◦ 700 hPa wind vectors are shown by
white arrows, and the red line depicts the BAE-146 flight path
on 21 June with the blue triangle (16.6◦ N, 16◦ W) showing
the location of a BAE-146 profile from 1402 to 1422 UTC. The
black line represents CALIPSO transect with the red section
of the line denoting the BTD CAD tested region and white
sections denoting the locations of the five cases in Fig. 2(a).
The MODIS RGB image clearly shows the advection of thick
dust (yellowish color) from the Sahara Desert to the eastern
Atlantic Ocean. Adjacent to the southern boundary of the thick
dust plume is an extensive area of highly reflective clouds
depicted by the green features. Fig. 2(a) shows CALIPSO
L1 532 nm AB profiles during its transect on June 21, 2007
at approximately 1440 UTC near the western coast of North
Africa. The solid blue and black lines represent MODIS and
SEVIRI BTD11-12 values along the CALIPSO transect. Sig-
nificant differences can exist between the MODIS and SEVIRI
BTD11-12 due to the differing spatial and spectral resolutions
and spectral response functions of the instruments. Fig. 2(b)
shows MODIS (red) and SEVIRI (black) BT11 and MODIS
VIS and 0.41 μm (UV) reflectivity depicted by the blue and
green lines, respectively. Cloud mask data from the Cloudsat
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Fig. 1. (a) MODIS RGB composite image at approximately 1430 UTC on 21 June 2007. NCEP Reanalysis 2.5◦ by 2.5◦ 700 hPa wind vectors shown by white ar-
rows. Red line depicts BAE-146 flight path on 21 June with the blue triangle (16.6◦ N, 16◦ W) showing the location of a BAE-146 profile from 1402 to 1422 UTC.
The black line represents CALIPSO transect with the red section of the line denoting the BTD CAD tested region and white sections denoting the locations of the
five cases in Fig. 4(a). (b) MODIS RGB image zoomed in on BTD CAD tested region. (c) BAE-146 extinction coefficient profile shown as green. CALIPSO V3
level 2 5 km aerosol and cloud layers detected at approximately 1438 UTC within the column closest to the location of the BAE-146 profile shown as shades of
red and blue for aerosol and cloud, respectively.

transect over this same region is displayed in Fig. 2(c). Then,
Fig. 3 are scatter plots showing the backscatter, color ratio, and
depolarization ratio values for all the cloud and aerosol layers
detected by CALIOP within the black box regions numbered
1–5 in Fig. 2(a). These optical properties and classifications
are directly from the CALIPSO V3 level 2 5-km layer product
where blue and red symbols represent cloud and aerosol layers,
respectively. Case 1 represents a light to moderate dust layer
with backscatter near 0.003 km−1, color ratio between 0.6
and 0.9, and depolarization ratio between 0.15 and 0.35. The
CALIPSO L1 AB profiles suggest the dust is above low-level
clouds associated with much larger backscatter values which
influenced the strong positive BTD11-12 along this section of
the transect. The MODIS RGB image [Fig. 1(a)] shows the
dust and low-level cloud from 2 to 3◦ N by purple and blue
colors, respectively. The significant increases in MODIS VIS
and UV reflectivity also suggest clouds exist along this portion
of the CALIPSO transect. It is worth noting that the low-level
clouds are undetected by Cloudsat. The V3 CAD algorithm
correctly classifies the Case 1 dust feature because its layer
physical and optical properties are very representative of dust
and distinguishable from other feature types when using the
PDF approach.

The V3 CAD algorithm correctly classifies Case 2, a mid
to upper level cloud scene, which appears as a mix of light to
bright green colors on MODIS RGB image. In addition to being

detected by Cloudsat, Case 2 is associated with significant
decreases in BT11 and increases in UV and VIS reflectivity
which implies cloud cover. According to Fig. 3, all but two
of the cloud layers have CALIPSO optical properties that are
separable from the Case 1 dust feature. These are typical optical
property values for water clouds as they have larger backscatter
and color ratios and lower depolarization ratios than usually
retrieved for dust. The other two cloud layers are associated
with optical properties very similar to the dust in Case 1.
A closer inspection of Fig. 1(a) reveal that these V3 CAD
classified cloud layers may actually be remnants of a lofted dust
layer adjacent to a water cloud at 8.5 km. It is not often that
dust is transported to above 8 km in this geographic region, but
the large depolarization ratios along with the sharp increase in
collocated BT11 to about 285 K and decrease in BTD11-12 to
about 0.5 K suggests dust instead of an ice cloud.

For Case 3, the CALIPSO L1 AB profiles depict high values
restricted to the upper troposphere, while Cloudsat detects a
very thick cloud extending throughout the troposphere. The
CALIPSO L1 AB values are restricted to the upper troposphere
because the thick cumulonimbus cloud totally attenuates the
CALIOP signal by its topmost 1–2 km part, while the Cloudsat
signal is able to penetrate through the cloud. Both the MODIS
RGB image reveals the bright green cloud feature which is as-
sociated with VIS reflectivity greater than 60% and BT11 below
240 K. Fig. 3 shows that the V3 CAD algorithm accurately
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Fig. 2. All panels pertain to the 21 June 2007 case at approximately
1430 UTC. (a) CALIPSO 532 nm L1 AB profiles where the five black boxes
denote the location of the cases presented in Fig. 5, while the red box denotes
the BTD CAD tested region. Also, MODIS (solid blue line) and SEVIRI (solid
black line) BTD11-12 curves are shown. (b) MODIS and SEVIRI BT11 shown
by the red and black curves, respectively, and MODIS VIS and UV reflectivity
shown by the blue and green curves, respectively. (c) Cloudsat cloud mask with
values from 20 to 40 signifying cloud detection. The larger the value, the lower
chance of false cloud detection.

Fig. 3. (a) Scatter plot of CALIPSO V3 level 2 5 km aerosol and cloud
backscatter versus color ratio for the five cases numbered 1–5 in Fig. 4(a).
Red and blue symbols represent aerosol and cloud, respectively. (b) Same as
panel (a) except scatter plot of backscatter versus depolarization ratio. Dust
misclassifications are highlighted by the circled area labeled dust, while the
true clouds are highlighted by the circled area labeled cloud.

classifies all the CALIPSO detected layers for Case 3 as cloud.
With the exception of a couple cloud layers, all the Case 3 layers
have optical properties much different than the Case 1 dust
plume. This high, thick cloud is clearly composed of numerous
ice particles as indicated by the very large depolarization ratios.

The Case 4 region shows L1 AB values larger than
0.006 km−1sr−1 and MODIS BTD11-12 between −1 and
−3 K which suggests dust. Conversely, Cloudsat detects low-
level clouds with high confidence where large increases in UV
and VIS reflectivity are also measured. Moreover, the zoomed
in MODIS RGB image [Fig. 1(b)] clearly shows a complex
scene of thick dust and clouds from 10 to 12◦ N. CALIPSO
L1 AB profiles fail to depict the low-level clouds due to the
attenuation of the CALIOP lidar below about 5 km. According
to Fig. 3, for Case 4, the V3 CAD algorithm misclassifies the
dust as cloud with nearly all the layers having backscatter near
0.01 sr−1, color ratio from 0.6 to 0.9, and depolarization ratio
from 0.2 to 0.4. This is an excellent example of a thicker dust
layer with optical properties that are more indicative of an ice
cloud which causes the V3 CAD misclassifications. In fact, the
Case 4 optical properties are close to the values retrieved for the
Case 3 ice cloud.

Near coincident CALIPSO and BAE-146 aircraft profiles
(16.6◦ N, 16◦ W) on 21 June 2007 over North Africa are
used to analyze Case 5. Fig. 1(c) shows the BAE-146 aircraft
extinction coefficient profile (green line) measured from 1402
to 1422 UTC along with Level 2 5 km CALIPSO aerosol
layers detected at approximately 1438 UTC in the column
closest to the BAE-146 profile are represented by the red-
shaded regions. The CALIPSO V3 CAD algorithm shows a
cloud-free atmosphere with an aerosol layer between about 3.5
and 5.5 km which agrees with observations taken along the
BAE-146 aircraft profile that determined the region as cloud
free. Case 5 backscatter values range from 0.0004 to 0.004 sr−1,
depolarization ratio from about 0.12 to 0.35, and color ratio
mostly near 0.6, as indicated in Fig. 3. The MODIS RGB image
[Fig. 1(a)] supports the BAE-146 observations of a cloud-free
atmosphere in the region from 16 to 17◦ N. Furthermore, the
BT11, VIS, and UV spectral curves [Fig. 2(b)] do not indicate
any cloud contamination for Case 5 as the significant decreases
represented in all the curves are due to CALIPSO transecting
over the Senegal River at approximately 16◦ N. The upper
level cloud feature at about 9 km detected with low confidence
by Cloudsat is determined as a false detection since none of
the other data sources show any indication of clouds from 16
to 17◦ N. For this relatively light dust region, both MODIS
and SEVIRI observe positive BTDs, except for a brief period
of negative values observed by MODIS near 16◦ N. MODIS
BTD11-12 is about 2 K less than SEVIRI which is mostly
attributed to the fact that Case 5 is primarily over land where
the varying surface emissivities throughout the IR can influence
significant differences between two satellites that have their
own unique spectral response functions for the 11 and 12 μm
channels. Conversely, over water, the surface typically does
not have a significant impact on BTD11-12 because surface
emissivities are very similar throughout the IR spectrum. It is
noteworthy that the V2 CAD algorithm misclassifies about 40%
of the detected layers for this relatively light dust layer. These
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misclassifications are associated with the dust layer above 5 km
as the V2 CAD uses stricter thresholds for classifying aerosols
at these heights [12]. The V3 results shown here are much
improved for Case 5 since it removes the spurious features pre-
viously detected as cloud by V2. Thus, the V3 CAD 5-D PDF
approach helped greatly to improve the results by classifying an
aerosol region that was cloud free according to the validation
data.

The solid red box in Fig. 2(a) identifies the most appealing
region to test with the BTD CAD algorithm since negative
BTD11-12 values are observed along most of this portion of
the CALIPSO transect. The V3 CAD algorithm classifies nearly
the entire region from 9 to 14◦ N as cloud, but other data sets
used for this study suggest dust resides above lower level cloud.
From analyzing the zoomed in MODIS RGB image [Fig. 1(b)]
along with the spectral curves and Cloudsat in Fig. 2(b) and
(c), it can be concluded that the yellowish features are clouds
beneath the dust plume. Moreover, in Fig. 1(b) the BAE-146 is
retrieving measurements primarily in Senegal where low-level
stratocumulus clouds were observed in the eastern section of
the country. The stratocumulus clouds are shown by the green
shading along the BAE-146 flight track in eastern Senegal.
Making the situation even more complex is the patchy higher
level clouds represented by the green features above the thick
dust plume from 9 to 12◦ N. Fig. 2(a) reveals that the CALIOP
lidar is able to detect these thin high-level clouds near 12 km at
approximately 9.5◦ N. On the other hand, in Fig. 2(c), Cloudsat
fails to detect the thin high-level clouds with any confidence
since the clouds are most likely below its minimum detectable
signal of about −30 dBZ. Therefore, along this CALIPSO
transect, low-level clouds are beneath the dust plume from
about 9 to 13◦ N, while some high-level clouds are present from
9 to 10◦ N.

B. BTD CAD Algorithm

Fig. 4 shows the flow diagram for BTD CAD developed in
this study to improve the CALIOP dust identification. Before
applying BTD CAD, a nearest pixel approach is used to locate
the closest SEVIRI/MODIS pixel to the CALIPSO footprint.
Temporal differences between CALIPSO and SEVIRI/MODIS
are not considered by the algorithm since the sampling time dif-
ferences between the CALIPSO and MODIS Aqua satellites are
very small (typically less than 135 s). However, the sampling
time differences between the CALIPSO and SEVIRI satellites
can be as large as 7 min which may be problematic, particularly
in areas of higher wind speeds. After locating the closest
SEVIRI/MODIS pixel, the CALIPSO and SEVIRI/MODIS
parameters listed in Fig. 4 are extracted and applied to the
BTD CAD algorithm. Then, BTD CAD checks whether the
CALIPSO feature layer is a cloud. If the layer is a cloud,
then BTD CAD continues to consider the feature as a possible
misclassification only if BTD11-12 < 0 K and BT11 > 270 K.
Negative values of BTD11-12 are typically associated with dust
plumes because dust has a larger imaginary index of refraction
at 11 μm compared to 12 μm [18]–[20]. Moreover, since the
11 μm and 12 μm channels are rather insensitive to dust
composition, a strict BTD11-12 threshold for dust detection
can be used [19]. The BT11 threshold is used because most

Fig. 4. BTD CAD algorithm flow diagram. IAB refers to the 532-nm in-
tegrated attenuated backscatter. IATC refers to the integrated attenuated total
color ratio. IVD refers to the 532-nm integrated volume depolarization ratio.

of the V3 CAD dust misclassifications occur near desert source
regions where BT11 rarely drops below 270 K. Applying the
BT11 threshold helps to minimize the reclassification of true
clouds that may be associated with BT11-12 < 0 K. We have
observed this particular situation when clouds reside within the
same 5-km CALIPSO footprint as aerosol. After that, BTD
CAD continues to operate on the cloud feature only if the
TopHgt < 8 km since dust aerosol rarely exists above 8 km.
The TopHgt is simply the altitude at the top of the aerosol and
cloud layers. The TopHgt threshold will prove useful in cases
of high cloud edges lying above dust aerosol where BTD11-12
and BT11 fail to reject the cloud. The remaining threshold tests
shown by the three boxes in the lower half of Fig. 4 consider the
level 2 CALIPSO backscatter, color ratio, and depolarization
ratio values (optical properties). If the cloud feature passes all
of the optical property tests shown in any one of the three boxes,
then the cloud is reclassified as aerosol. If the cloud feature fails
the tests, then it remains as cloud. These strict thresholds were
developed through close inspection of complex scenes of both
cloud and dust where the cloud fails to influence BT11 < 270 K
and the dust influences BTD11-12 < 0 K. Finally, CALIPSO
uses a horizontal averaging scheme to detect features where
lighter features may only be detected when using 20 or 80 km
averaging. However, the BTD CAD algorithm operates on 5-km
layers. Therefore, if at least one 5-km layer is reclassified as
aerosol among a feature detected with 20- or 80-km horizontal
averaging, then all the layers associated with that particular
feature are reclassified. Section IV will evaluate the validity of
the thresholds presented in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4, we use the same BTD11-12 threshold for both
MODIS and SEVIRI even though there is some indication
that a slightly higher threshold could be used for SEVIRI.
By increasing the SEVIRI threshold to a higher value, such
as 0.3 or even 0.5, then many more cloud features will be
passed to the TopHgt and optical property tests, which will most
likely lead to an increase in true clouds being reclassified as
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aerosol. In other words, setting a higher SEVIRI threshold will
most likely just decrease the accuracy of the algorithm. Also,
the CALIPSO V3 CAD algorithm only misclassifies optically
thick dust that is usually always associated with BTD11-12
< 0 K except when optically thick cloud is also present. It
is important to note that the optical property test thresholds
are determined through examining backscatter, and color and
depolarization ratio scatter plots (e.g., Fig. 3) for CALIPSO
transects throughout June 2007 over North Africa. The optical
property threshold tests along with the TopHgt test help keep
true cloud associated with BTD11-12 < 0 K as cloud. Cloud
is typically associated with BTD11-12 > 0 K, but there are
instances where cloud shows BTD11-12 < 0 K. This most often
occurs when cloud and dust exist in the same vertical profile
of CALIOP lidar, particularly when low cloud is beneath dust.
However, optical property values typical for low-level water
clouds are shown in Fig. 3 for Case 2 where depolarization
ratio is primarily lower than 0.12. Therefore, the BTD CAD
algorithm will keep these as cloud even if a moderate to thick
dust plume is present in the same vertical profile which is
one of the major strengths of the algorithm. Unfortunately, the
significant multiple scattering that can occur within thicker dust
plumes can influence unusually high depolarization ratios for
low-level water clouds greater than 0.12. When this situation
arises, the optical property values for the low-level water clouds
can be very similar to dust and can pass the threshold tests 1–3
in Fig. 4. Moreover, another mechanism that can influence low-
level water clouds to have similar optical properties as dust is
sedimentation and fallout of the dust particles.

Chen et al. [24] developed a similar algorithm (CLIM
method) to the BTD CAD, but it uses one complex equation in-
volving both a dust index computed through the CALIPSO level
2 layer-mean optical and physical properties and an IR method
taking into account the IIR 8.65, 10.60, and 12.05 μm channels
in order to separate between features found in the level 2
vertical feature mask (VFM). The CLIM method uses strict
coefficients found specifically over the Taklamakan Desert to
weight the parameters in the complex equation. Also, notewor-
thy is the fact that their method only operates on single-layer
features in the CALIPSO level 2 VFM mask. Thus, if cloud
exists in the same CALIPSO footprint as thick dust, then the
CLIM method is unable to detect the dust. On the other hand,
the BTD CAD operates only on the CALIPSO level 2 5-km
cloud layer product instead of the VFM mask because we are
only concerned with converting those misclassified clouds in
the cloud layer product into aerosol. Furthermore, the BTD
CAD is able to operate on the CALIPSO footprints that contain
multiple layers which allows for dust to be detected even in the
presence of clouds. Last, the BTD CAD is more versatile than
the CLIM method as the CLIM should only be applied over the
Taklamakan Desert.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. 21 June 2007 Case

Since the BTD CAD algorithm has now been outlined in
Fig. 4, we check how the algorithm would handle the five

cases (1–5) on 21 June 2007. Cases 1–3 would fail BTD CAD
rather quickly due to positive BTD11-12 collocated with each
case which means that the original V3 CAD aerosol and cloud
classifications for Cases 1–3 shown in Fig. 3 remain unchanged.
Even though BTD CAD will not operate on Cases 1–3, we
still check whether the detected layers in each case pass or fail
the optical property threshold tests 1–3 in order to check the
validity of the thresholds. The Case 1 dust plume passes the
threshold tests 1 and 2 in Fig. 4. For Case 2, all but two of
the V3 CAD cloud layers fail the optical property tests 1–3
because of low depolarization ratios or high color ratios. The
other two cloud layers, which may be associated with a lofted
dust layer, fail BTD CAD due to collocated SEVIRI and
MODIS BTD11-12 > 0 K and a TopHgt > 8 km. About 10 of
the Case 3 cloud layers pass the optical property tests since ice
clouds can have similar optical properties as dust. However, the
V3 CAD cloud classifications for Case 3 fail BTD CAD due
to a TopHgt > 8 km, BTD11-12 > 0 K, and BT11 < 270 K.
BTD11-12 nearly becomes negative due to the very thick cloud
in the region, which confirms the importance of the BT11 and
TopHgt thresholds. Thick clouds with large water contents have
high emissivities that are similar at these wavelengths which in-
fluence the near negative BTD11-12 values. For Case 4, the V3
CAD misclassifications are converted into aerosols by passing
the BTD CAD optical property test 3. Finally, for Case 5, BTD
CAD fails immediately due to the positive BTD11-12 except
at about 16◦ N for MODIS. Fortunately, Case 5 is already
correctly classified by the V3 CAD. Cases 1–5 suggest that the
thresholds used in the BTD CAD algorithm are properly set.

Fig. 5(a) shows CALIPSO L1 AB profiles on June 21
zoomed in on the solid red box in Fig. 2(a). The BTD CAD
algorithm results for this same region are presented in Fig. 5(b)
and (c) where results using MODIS measurements (MODIS
BTD CAD) are in Fig. 5(b) and results using SEVIRI measure-
ments (SEVIRI BTD CAD) are in Fig. 5(c). Fig. 5(b) and (c)
indicates the regions of aerosol and cloud within the case study
area where Aero and Cld represent unchanged V3 CAD aerosol
and cloud layers, while T1–T3 represent the threshold test that
the V3 CAD cloud layer passes in order to be converted into
an aerosol layer. The solid black lines in Fig. 5(b) and (c) are
MODIS and SEVIRI BTD11-12 measurements, respectively,
along the CALIPSO transect with the scale ranging from −4 to
+4 along the right y-axis. Note that the height range is extended
up to 15 km in Fig. 5(a) so the high level cloud near 9◦ N can
be seen. SEVIRI BTD CAD is unable to reclassify a couple
of these layers that have very similar CALIPSO optical prop-
erties as the reclassified layers due to the collocated positive
BTD11-12. Thin high-level clouds are most likely influencing
the positive SEVIRI BTD11-12 values near 9◦ N. Conversely,
the positive values around 14◦ N are most likely due to the
weakening dust plume as none of the validation data suggests
cloud contamination at the latitude. With the exception of the
spike in BTD11-12 at 9◦ N, MODIS measures negative values
throughout the entire case study region. One cloud layer near
the base of the thick dust plume at about 12◦ N remains as
cloud for both MODIS and SEVIRI BTD CAD due to failing
the optical property threshold tests which may be associated
with problems correcting the large attenuation of the CALIOP
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Fig. 5. BTD CAD algorithm results on 21 June 2007 from 9 to 14◦ N. (a) Close-up of the CALIPSO 532-nm L1 AB profiles over the region of interest using the
same scale as Fig. 4(a). Note that the height range is extended up to 15 km in order to depict the high level cloud. (b) MODIS BTD CAD results for the case study
area where “Aero” and “Cld” represent unchanged V2 CAD aerosol and cloud layers while “T1–T3” represent the threshold test that the V2 CAD cloud layer
passes in order to be converted into an aerosol layer. Thus, “T1–T3” are all aerosol layers. The black solid line shows the BTD11-12 values along the CALIPSO
transect with the scale on the right y-axis. (c) Same as panel (b) but for SEVIRI BTD CAD.

lidar signal below about 5 km. In fact, this cloud layer is de-
tected with very low confidence (CALIPSO CAD score < 20)
and can be removed from the results. Nevertheless, both the
MODIS and SEVIRI BTD CAD overturn previously classified
cloud layers associated with a moderately thick dust plume
into aerosol. A total of 135 individual 5-km cloud layers are
classified by the V3 CAD algorithm from 9 to 14◦ N while
MODIS and SEVIRI BTD CAD reclassify 133 and 131 of these
cloud layers, respectively. Most of the layers are converted into
aerosol due to the T3 test with some contribution from the T1
and T2 tests where the dust becomes thinner near 14◦ N.

As mentioned earlier, the V3 CAD algorithm is a 5-D ap-
proach which incorporates the depolarization ratio and latitude
along with the backscatter, color ratio, and layer center altitude.
Unlike the V2 3-D space, dense dust separates well from clouds
in the 5-D space. Therefore, the dense dust classification has
been improved significantly in the V3 release. However, some
misclassifications can still occur when dense or moderately
dense dust is transported to high altitudes or high latitudes
where cirrus clouds are frequently present [30]. Even though
some aerosol layers are reported in the V3 product for this
June 21 case, most of the dense dust plume is still misclassified
as cloud. A closer look at the V3 browse image (not shown)
indicates that these misclassified dust layers are all found at
single-shot (0.333 km) or 1-km resolution. Any layers found at
0.333-km resolution are classified as cloud by default without
running through the CAD algorithm in the CALIOP Version 1,
2, and 3 releases. If 0.333 km layers are found in a 5-km layer,
they will be cleared out from the 5-km layer. Therefore, the
333-m layers will be missed in the 5-km layer product. The
misclassification of 1-km dust layers that are run through CAD
may be related to the daytime measurement where, as men-
tioned earlier, SNR is smaller and the color ratio is less accurate
due to sunlight induced nonlinear thermal effects which show
different latitude dependence for the two wavelength signals. A
check of other measurements of the same dust plume acquired
during nighttime orbits indicates that the dust can be correctly
classified in these nighttime CALIOP measurements except the
part found at 0.333-km resolution. This may indicate a need
for further optimization of the 5-D PDFs to account for the
day and night differences. Although the V3 CALIPSO CAD
algorithm is much improved, it still encounters problems with

Fig. 6. Same panels as shown in Fig. 4 but for the 22 June 2007 case at
approximately 1515 UTC. The two solid black boxes in panel (a) denote the
regions where the BTD CAD algorithm is applied.

classifying some optically thick dust at higher altitudes and the
BTD CAD algorithm can help negate these problems. More
importantly, the BTD CAD algorithm can help classify the
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Fig. 7. Same panels as Fig. 5 but BTD CAD results for the 22 June 2007 case from 6 to 11◦ N.

misclassified dust layers found at 0.333 km. As mentioned
earlier, the CALIOP scene classification identifies all 0.333-km
layers as cloud by default. As demonstrated by this case, very
dense regions of a dust plume can be found frequently at
0.333-km resolution and consequently misclassified as cloud.
These very dense dust layers fall in a region that the BTD CAD
algorithm can confidently classify.

B. 22 June 2007 Case

The June 22, 2007 case is another very challenging test for
the BTD CAD algorithm as both low and mid-level clouds
exist with the dust plume, which is the same plume from
June 21 but transported westward over the Atlantic Ocean.
We followed this dust plume in order to test the ability of the
BTD CAD algorithm over an ocean region away from the dust
source region. Additionally, this case proves that the V3 CAD
algorithm encounters issues with classifying dust over areas
other than the dust source regions if the dust remains optically
thick after a long-distance transport. Fig. 6 is the same as Fig. 2
except that it is for June 22, 2007 at approximately 1515 UTC.
The two solid black boxes in Fig. 6(a) denote the regions where
the BTD CAD algorithm is applied and CALIPSO L1 AB
profiles suggest low-level clouds are present in both regions.
Cloudsat shows no confidence in detecting any of the low-
level clouds. At the same time, the MODIS VIS and UV
spectral curves in Fig. 6(b) clearly suggest cloud contamination
along the entire CALIPSO transect with significant increases
occurring with the low-level clouds in the black box regions.
A comparison between Figs. 2(a) and 6(a) show a decrease
in L1 AB values and increase in BTD11-12 with this dust
plume which suggests the plume weakened over the past 24 h.
Even though the plume weakened, the V3 CAD algorithm still
classifies a significant portion of the dust as cloud. MODIS
measures negative BTD11-12 throughout most of the dust,
except for areas contaminated with thicker cloud. In the thinner
region of the dust plume from 13 to 17◦ N, SEVIRI primarily
measures slightly positive BTD11-12 while MODIS shows
slightly negative values.

Fig. 7 presents MODIS and SEVIRI BTD CAD results
for the region from 6 to 11◦ N. From 6◦ N to about 8◦ N,
MODIS VIS and UV reflectivity curves show some reflectance
values above 40%. Cloudsat appears to detect these higher
reflective clouds better than CALIPSO as the cloud thicknesses
are about 2–3 km according to Cloudsat while the CALIOP

TABLE II
TOTAL NUMBER OF AEROSOL LAYERS DETECTED BY V2 CAD, MODIS

V2, V3 CAD, AND MODIS V3 IN THE 0–2, 2–4, 4–6, AND 6–8 km
HEIGHT BINS FOR ALL DAYTIME CALIPSO TRANSECTS DURING

JUNE 2007. MODIS V2 AND V3 REFER TO MODIS BTD CAD
APPLIED TO THE V2 AND V3 DATA

lidar signal experiences strong attenuation from the clouds.
Then, the region from 8 to 11◦ N is dominated by dust and
much thinner low-level clouds. The thinner low-level clouds
are clearly revealed by the MODIS RGB composite image
(not shown). The CALIOP signal again appears to undergo
significant attenuation, particularly from 8 to 10◦ N, which is
indicated by the reduction of a surface signal in this particular
region and inability to detect some of the low-level clouds.
As shown in Fig. 7, both MODIS and SEVIRI BTD CAD
reclassify many of the V3 CAD misclassifications associated
with the dust plume from 4 to 6 km as aerosol. From about 6
to 8◦ N, misclassifications are still shown with this dust plume
due to the thicker clouds influencing positive BTD11-12 in
this region. Overall, the results are encouraging as MODIS and
SEVIRI BTD CAD convert 62 and 54 cloud layers into aerosol,
respectively. Perhaps even more encouraging is the fact that
the clouds beneath the portions of the dust plume associated
with negative BTD11-12 remain as cloud because they fail the
optical property threshold tests within the BTD CAD algorithm.
This shows the necessity of the optical property threshold tests
and suggests that proper thresholds are set within BTD CAD.
These clouds fail the optical property tests due to color ratios
higher than the maximum threshold, while two layers also have
depolarization ratios lower than the minimum threshold (not
shown). Most of the misclassified layers are converted into
aerosol due to the T3 test. In the thinner portion of the dust
plume from 6 to 8◦ N, the T2 test is the main contributor. We
also test the BTD CAD algorithm on the region denoted by the
black box in Fig. 6(a) from 15 to 19◦ N, and the results are
also good as the mid-level and low-level cloud layers remain
as cloud while the misclassified dust layers are reclassified as
aerosol (not shown).
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C. V2 Versus V3

MODIS BTD CAD is applied to all daytime CALIPSO
transects over North Africa (0–25◦ N, 25◦ E–20◦ W) during
June 2007, and the total number of detected aerosol layers
in each height bin are presented in Table II. The original
CALIPSO V2 and V3 CAD algorithm results are shown in
the V2 CAD and V3 CAD columns, respectively. We also
apply the MODIS BTD CAD to the CALIPSO V2 and V3
CAD algorithms and the results are shown in the MODIS V2
and MODIS V3 columns. Table II is separated by height bins
according to the top height directly from the CALIPSO level 2
layer product. Thus, if the aerosol layer has a top height of 3 km,
then it is counted in the 2–4 km height bin. Not surprisingly,
the majority of the reclassifications for both MODIS V2 and
MODIS V3 occur in the 6–8 km height bin since the CALIPSO
CAD algorithms use more conservative thresholds at these
heights due to the fact that aerosols are infrequently lifted
above 6 km [12]. The conservative thresholds can cause thick
dust layers to be misclassified as cloud when they reach these
heights. The June 21, 2007 case is an excellent example of dust
misclassifications occurring above 6 km. Overall, the increase
in the total number of aerosol layers in each height bin is much
smaller when comparing V3 CAD and MODIS V3 as opposed
to V2 CAD and MODIS V2, which can be credited to the re-
placement of the previous 3-D PDF approach with the 5-D PDF
approach. This much closer agreement between the V3 CAD
and MODIS V3 results for each height bin proves the 5-D PDF
approach is much more accurate compared to the 3-D PDF
approach. V3 CAD does very well with classifying aerosol
layers between 0 and 6 km as very minimal differences occur
between V3 CAD and MODIS V3.

V. CONCLUSION

This study proposed an algorithm (BTD CAD) that uses
multi-spectral satellite measurements along with the CALIPSO
layer optical properties to improve the classification accuracy
of the V3 CAD algorithm. Because the BTD CAD algorithm
only utilizes the 11 and 12 μm infrared channels, it can operate
during the day and night. The ability of BTD CAD was tested
on more than a dozen dust plume cases measured by the
CALIPSO satellite over North Africa and the eastern Atlantic
Ocean during June 2007. Results from two of the more difficult
and interesting dust plume cases are presented in this paper. A
thorough validation of the results is conducted using a combi-
nation of CALIPSO L1 AB profiles, the Cloudsat cloud mask,
spectral signatures, and RGB composite images. The V3 CAD
algorithm performed poorly in each of these cases as the dust
aerosols were frequently misclassified as clouds. Conversely,
BTD CAD performed very well in each of the cases as many
of the V3 CAD misclassifications were correctly reclassified
into aerosol. We also clearly showed that only using BTD11-
12 to correct dust misclassifications will often lead to true
clouds being reclassified into aerosol. Sometimes, clouds can
be associated with negative BTD11-12, particularly when both
dust and cloud are present in the same atmospheric column, and
CALIPSO can detect multiple layers in a single profile. The

additional threshold tests within BTD CAD help mitigate the
problem of clouds being associated with negative BTD11-12.
Although the V3 CAD algorithm significantly reduces the dust
misclassifications observed in the V2 release, we showed that
the BTD CAD algorithm can still help in the regions of optically
thick dust at higher altitudes where the V3 CAD classifies
cloud.

However, the BTD CAD is not without its flaws as there can
be instances where clouds associated with negative BTD11-
12 pass the additional threshold tests and are consequently
converted into aerosol layers. This can occur where low-level
water clouds reside beneath thick dust because the significant
multiple scattering occurring within the dust layer can lead
to unusually large depolarization ratios for the water clouds
which usually have low depolarization values. The unusually
large depolarization ratios can be similar to that observed in
dust layers. Also, the BTD CAD is unable to reclassify a
misclassified dust layer when BTD11-12 is positive which
most often occurs when clouds exist in the same column as
dust. We show several instances of this occurrence in the case
studies presented. Futhermore, the BTD CAD uses a strict
BTD11-12 threshold of 0 K even though spectral emissivities
can vary significantly between different surface types which
impact the observed BTD11-12. This suggests that the surface
emissivity should be taken into account instead of using direct
BTDs. However, we do not believe this will lead to substantial
improvements because the V3 CALIPSO CAD algorithm only
shows misclassifications with thick dust. When thick dust is
present, the surface effects on the BTD11-12 will be minimized.
Nevertheless, it would be interesting to check the impact of
including the surface emissivity on the BTD CAD algorithm.
Finally, this study tests the BTD CAD algorithm for cases
over one region in June 2007 where good results were shown.
Additional case studies near dust source regions need to be
analyzed in order to further validate the accuracy of the al-
gorithm. In particular, more case studies where both cloud
and aerosol are present need to be assessed due to complex
vertical alignments of cloud and aerosol that can exist in the
atmosphere.

In addition to proposing an algorithm that shows great po-
tential in further improving the classification accuracy of the
V3 CAD algorithm, we assessed the strength of the MODIS
and SEVIRI satellites in detecting dust since both of their
measurements were used in the BTD CAD algorithm. For
the two case studies, MODIS BTD CAD performed better
than SEVIRI BTD CAD which is mostly attributed to the
increased sensitivity of the MODIS BTD11-12 to dust aerosol.
In particular, negative MODIS BTD11-12 is often observed
in regions of lighter dust where SEVIRI BTD11-12 is often
positive. Additionally, the higher spatial resolution of MODIS
appears to positively impact the BTD CAD results, which is
particularly noticeable in complex regions of cloud and dust
and near cloud-aerosol boundaries where SEVIRI tends to
observe all positive BTD11-12 while MODIS observes areas
of negative BTD11-12. Furthermore, the temporal differences
between these satellites are only briefly mentioned in this study
and are not taken into account by BTD CAD. The temporal
differences between MODIS and CALIPSO are minimal since
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they both fly in the A-Train of satellites. On the other hand, a 5
or 6-min difference can exist between SEVIRI and CALIPSO
sampling times which may cause problems with the SEVIRI
BTD CAD algorithm. However, this temporal difference did not
appear to significantly impact the SEVIRI BTD CAD results
for the two case studies. Our study clearly indicates that multi-
sensor approaches are beneficial for aerosol studies as opposed
to using single sensors alone.
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